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Forward

“Let your food
be your

For years we have been helping people overcome illness
through diet, exercise, herbs, attitude and vitamins.
People are constantly asking us for recipes, classes and help

medicine

with every day ailments. This magazine is our attempt to

&

empower people everywhere to improve their health and

spread our knowledge to the world one issue at a time. To
cooking skills along with their ability to take care of their

your medicine
be
your food”
-Hippocrates’

families health needs.
Join us on our journey!

©2015 Professional Herbal Instruction
All rights reserved.
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Chapter 2

Green Chile

Nothing compares to the smell of September when the roasters are
going and full of green chili. The aroma is intoxicating it’s hard not to fall
in love with these wonderful peppers.

                      

In the mood for something hot?!

Chapter 2

For New Mexico when we say green chili we generally mean Anaheim chilies.
Nothing compares to the smell of September when the roasters are going and full of
green chili. The aroma is intoxicating it’s hard not to fall in love with these
wonderful peppers. New Mexicans love green chili and use it in just about

Hot Hands

everything. These however aren’t the only chilies that can be delicious in

“One time my husband and I were processing green chile; that

anything. There is so much that can be done with bell peppers, they can

is removing the skins and seeds. When processing green

be roasted just like Anaheim peppers without the heat. Some may find that

chile, most people wear gloves because any skin that comes

they love the heat but can’t get Anaheim peppers; jalapeño peppers can

in contact with raw chile becomes enflamed. My husband

be roasted too and have the same wonderful heat. Did you know that

decided he didn’t need to wear gloves. At some point during

peppers don’t just add a kick to your food? They can also provide many

the process my husband needed to go to the restroom. He

health benefits that many people are unaware of.

got up and went. When he returned, I asked him if he had
remembered to wash his hands before he went in there. He
replied “oh good, I thought something was wrong with me.”

Green chili can help with weight loss! It stimulates the body to burn fat
faster by oxidizing it which speeds up the metabolism. Green chili has no
cholesterol, is low in calories and free from refined

K. A. Utah
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carbohydrates. This is wonderful news for everyone who
uses it regularly. Green chili is mostly used with food that
uses a lot of fat filled things but it can also be used to
add a little kick to salads and soups that have more
vegetables. Green chili helps remove toxins from the
body and is a great source of dietary fiber which is good
news for those who have trouble keeping things moving.
Not only does green chili help with digestive issues it also
can help with:

*Chile Varieties
Big Jim – Medium Hatch Green Chile
Big Jim, is medium hot variety of hatch green chile, is a large, meaty pod.
Big Jim pods can grow between seven and 10 inches in length, and while
they are a medium hot pepper, you will find some variation in heat from one
to the next – with a wide range of between 500-2,000 SHU.
Sandia – Hot Hatch Green Chile

•

Delay aging, wrinkle free skin

•

Repairs bone helps keep them strong

Sandia is a hot chile pepper. However, it is also versatile and very tasty
green chile, ranging from five to eight inches when mature. It has a heat
level of between 1,500-2,000, as measured by Scoville Heat Units. It is
consistently hot and spicy.

•

Prevents lung problems cold

Barker – X-Hot Hatch Green Chile

•

Immune system

Barker hatch green chile is consistently fiery, and is only for those who
know they like it hot and can handle the heat. They can range up to 30,000
Scoville Heat Units — compared to a typical jalapeno, which is closer to
5,000 SHUs.

It is so full of vitamins and nutrients that it can help
with eye problems too. Vitamin A helps with eye pain in
all ages. Be careful with green chili; don’t get the chili in
contact with your eye. It burns! It’s also not
recommended to eat nothing but green chili. Sometimes
what burns on the way in can also burn on the way out.

Enjoy and eat responsibly!
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Green Chile Sauce
By Jessica James

Mix the rest of the water with the cornstarch and add it to the pan as
you stir. Let simmer on low heat for another 10-12 minutes.
Enjoy it hot, warm or cold. Eat as a dip with chips, smother burritos,
use in green chile stew...

2/3 C Roasted *Green Chile, chopped
Will keep in the fridge for up to 2 weeks.
2/3 C Onions, diced
You can use canned tomatoes and chile instead of fresh, and any sea
2/3 C Tomatoes, diced
1 1/4 C Water
1 T AppleBaby's Beef Bullion
1 Garlic clove, medium
1/2 t Salt, pink Himalayan
2 T Butter
1 T Cornstarch
Preparation
Melt the butter in a saucepan and add the onion. Cook over medium
heat, stirring occasionally for 3-4 minutes. Stir in the diced tomatoes
and roasted green chile and minced garlic. Cook for another 3-4
minutes. Add 1 cup of the water, AppleBaby's Beef Bullion and salt.
Bring to a low simmer.
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salt as well as any beef bullion, however, for phenomenal sauce,
fresh is best, and
Excitotoxin-Free!
Yield: 1 3/4 Cups

AppleBaby's spices are superior as well as

6 green chile peppers (roasted, peeled and cleaned)
6 corn tortillas *flash fried
6 mozzarella sticks
6 tooth picks

CHILE RELLENO TAQUITOS

coconut oil for frying

Here is one of our favorite Green Chile treats!

* Heat coconut oil for frying. Put a corn tortilla in, sink it, flip it, take it
out and lay on paper towels to get the excess oil off.

They are simple and delicious!

1
2
3
4
5

clean chile
after chiles are peeled, cut the top oﬀ and
run water through them to remove the
seeds. rip a small hole in the bottom of the
chile to let the seeds wash out more freely.

stuﬀ the chile
put a mozzarella stick in the hole you
washed the seeds out of.
rolling prep
place stuﬀed chile on corn tortilla
roll
roll the stuﬀed chile up as tight as you can
and put a tooth pick in it from end to end,
dipping in and then back out again. This
keeps it from popping open while frying.
Fry or Bake
fry until golden brown, flip, brown, remove
and place on drip rack or paper towels. Or
Bake at 375 for 15-20 minutes or until
golden brown.
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Share your (from scratch) recipes with us
Do you have a great recipe
from scratch? You could earn
$50.00!
Submissions can include:
baked goods
sauces
main dishes
side dishes
etc.
These MUST be recipes that you
have already tested and know
work, along with your own
photo.

Submit Recipe

Chapter 3

Canning Dry
Beans

One of the things we love to teach people is how to be self suﬃcient. By
self suﬃcient we mean people being able to sustain themselves and their
families without needing to shop or eat out every day, and in case of an
emergency they would be able to take care of their families food needs.
Canning is one way to preserve food. It travels well, we know whats in it,
it stores for a long time, tastes great and doesn’t need refrigeration until
opened.
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Supplies you will need:
• Pressure canner
• sterile quart canning jars with
rings and new flats
• canning rack
• canning tongs
• towel for cooling jars
Ingredients: Per Quart Jar
• 1 level cup of dry beans like pinto,
kidney, lima, etc.
• 1 tsp salt
• 2 Tbsp butter
• 1 clove garlic peeled

1

Sort & Wash Beans
A) Sort your beans by spreading them out on the cupboard and looking for any unwanted items. Beans are
grown in dirt so rocks and
dirt clods could be present.
B) After the beans are sorted
put in a bowl, fill with water
and swish the beans around,
dump the water and repeat
until water is clear.

2

Put in jars
Place all ingredients in sterile
jars. Beans first and everything
else on top.

3

Add Water
Add water to jar, leaving one
inch of head space (from top
of jar).

1 scant cup of dry beans like
pinto, kidney, lima, etc.
1 tsp salt
2 Tbsp butter
1 clove garlic peeled
Per Quart Jar
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check the rim of the jar
Using a dry rag, wipe the rim
of the jar clean and double
check for knicks in the rim of
the jar. Knicks and debris
make it so that the jar wont
seal while canning.

Don’t remove hot jars from
canner to a cool drafty place.
Jars break if they cool down to
fast.

             

7
5

Pressure canning
Follow instructions for your pressure canner
sealing it and bring it to pressure. Bring it to 15
pounds of pressure and keep it there for 90
minutes. Shut it oﬀ, let it set, and come oﬀ of
pressure on its own. Do not tip pep-cock!

8

Cool Jars
Once the pressure is at 0, remove lid and
carefully remove jars using canning
tongs. place on a towel. be sure to place
the jars an inch apart. Don’t bang them
together!

Closing the Jar
Place new, clean flat on jar. Screw ring on
hand tight.

While the jars are cooling it is common to hear the flats popping as they seal. When
cooled, press on the center of the flat to check if they spring back. If they spring back
they didn’t seal and need to go in the fridge to be eaten soon.

6

Place Jars in Canner
Place jars in canner making sure that the
canning rack is in the bottom of the canner.
Fill with water to 2/3 of the way up the
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Constitution Day
September 17th

test your knowledge of the constitution
click here

Chapter 4

Peaches

‘Tis the season for those mouth watering peaches! in this section we
will show you how to ripen peaches, and how to make fruit leather
with peaches and our kids personal favorite...edible fly tape.
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How to ripen peaches

“I like to get my peaches while they are still firm so that I can ripen and process them on my schedule.”

To ripen them:
place peaches stem end down on a flat surface with about a half an inch between each peach. Place
peaches single deep, on trays or in boxes so that they can be moved around easily, without bruising them.
They won’t all ripen at the same rate. Touch the peaches to check ripeness but don’t do it too often to avoid
bruising.
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PREP TIME:

1

15

FRUIT LEATHER

Minutes

Prep Peaches
wash peaches, cut in half, remove pits and
peels.

4
2

       

Blend
Place peaches in the blender and blend until smooth and creamy. This tray holds
about a cup and a half of puree per tray.

Add as needed
Add more puree as needed until tray is full
and leveled. Scraping oﬀ any excess. on
this tray it is about a 1/4 inch thick.

What you will need
peaches
dehydrator

5

Dehydrate
Place trays in dehydrator. This dehydrator has a fruit roll temp of 135-145.
dehydrate for about 10-12 hours.
Check your manual for drying guide.

Note: These dehydrator trays
have a lip about a 1/4 inch deep
and dimensions of about 15 1/2
inches square. Others may be
diﬀerent so adjust accordingly.

blender
straight stick
stretch wrap
nonstick liner mine is *TEFLEX
scissors

3

Pour puree on liner
Pour your peach puree on the non-stick
liner and spread it out. Use a flat stick to
spread puree because it rests on the edges
of the tray and gives an even leather.
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PREP TIME:

6

15

                

Minutes

Remove trays
Remove trays from dehydrator and remove
non-stick liner with dried puree on it. place
on flat surface.

9
7

Roll
Fold the excess wrap onto the leather and
roll tightly.

Plastic wrap
put plastic wrap over the top of the dried
puree. Leave about an inch of plastic on all
edges.

DIY

8

10

cut
Using scissors, cut 1 1/2 inches apart.
Store in an airtight container. If storing
it very long, store it uncut to preserve
freshness.

Separate and flip
Separate the dried puree from the nonstick liner and flip it over.

Fruit Leather
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“Our family loves to tease and there is nothing more
fun than to accidentally catch someone oﬀ guard. We
had just made fruit leather fly tape and served it to a
visiting sisters toddlers. We had also just swapped out
real fly tape, so there was used fly tape on the top of
our trash. Just then the Mom walked in and thought
her kids had picked fly tape out of the trash and
panicked. We could not have staged a better
scenario.” -J.J.J. NM

To make this fruit leather fly tape follow the directions on the
pages 15-16. Sprinkle dried currants on the puree in step 4.

FRUIT LEATHER

1
2
3

Add “flies”
sprinkle dried currents evenly on raw puree

Dehydrate
stick in Dehydrator. Follow instructions
from page 15.

Roll & cut
follow rolling and cutting instructions from
page 16.
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Buy Now at

www.DrugFreeHelpStore.com
or call us at 1-888-388-4413

Dr.Mom
Chapter 5

Has someone in your family been sick and you wanted to help but didn’t know how?

Here are some helpful tips and tricks to get you on your way.
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*These are just things that have worked for us over the years, so please consult your physician
before trying anything new.

Whether your kids are in a public school,
private school or just Sunday school you get
exposed to all sorts of germs. Here are a few
tips for keeping you and your kids healthy
throughout the year.

3

Tips for Back to School Health

1) HAND SANITIZER: Did you know that the
wood alcohol in most hand sanitizers is
linked to cancer and has a warning not to
use on small children? Here is a link to our
alternative. click here
2) FECTION: Many mothers who teach for a
living tell us that when they take 1-2 fection
a day they get sick far less throughout the
year
3) IMMUNE SYSTEM: keep yours in tip top shape
by eating lots of fruits and veggies, exercising
regularly, getting plenty of sleep and drinking
plenty of water. for more tips on a healthy

Back to S
cho o l
lifestyle take our free e- course

“When I was growing up my family went camping a lot.
Back then my dad (Dr. James) was just starting out and
would forage for some of the herbs needed for his clients. I
remember helping to gather them with him but the one I
remember the most is mullein. Probably because of the
stories and cautions attached to learning the art of
gathering it. Dad told us that if we were ever in the forest
and need toilet paper that we didn't want to use mullein
unless we knew which way to wipe. Mullein, you see,
appears to be soft at first glance but actually can make you
itchy like insulation if not handled cautiously.“ L.A. New
Mexico
It's uses range from asthma to colds ,allergies, bronchitis,
hemorrhaging, pain relief, coughs, etc.
How My Mom Made

Mullein Tea
1. For fresh mullein boil water, with the leaves in it, and
then turn it down and simmer for 10 minutes.
2. For dry Mullein bring to a boil, put a lid on it, turn it oﬀ
and let it sit for 15-20 minutes.
3.Then strain it and add honey.
It helped my mom feel better fast and she said it didn’t
taste to bad either.
HERB SPOTLIGHT

It has been many decades since those days and now life is
so busy that I solve my allergy issues with things I can carry
with me. One of my favorites is Dr James’ ANTI SPAZ. It
has mullein in it and works fast on asthma, allergies and
other respiratory issues.

MULLEIN
by Lynn Applegate

21
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Bloopers
WHEN IT’S BURNT IT’S DONE!
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Chapter 6

Not Fly Tape!

Blooper Loaf
“I’ve never made bread by hand I always use a bread
maker. I decided I was going to make bread. I was putting
the ingredients in and couldn’t remember if I put in 2 or 3
cups of flour. The recipe called for 3 and I must have put
2 or something else went wrong because it exploded all
over my bread machine. I had to scrape it out with a
butter knife.“
D.J. NM

Baked Potato Blunder
“I was babysitting my niece and nephew; they were hungry
but I wasn’t. I wanted to make something quick and simple
so I figured that I would make a baked potato in the
microwave. I had done this a few times before so I thought
no big deal. I put the potato on a paper plate and stuck it in
the microwave and set the timer for 12 minutes. After about
8 the microwave began to smoke. I quickly opened the
microwave to find the plate was smoking and singed. The
potato was hard as a rock. The moral of the story: Never
use a paper plate to make a potato in the microwave.”
-Stacie AR

"Names have been changed to protect the innocent.
Except for mom… she’s not innocent in this story, hehe!
My mom and I were making fruit leather at her place one
fine summer afternoon when my sister, Alice, decided to
visit. Yay for me! I love getting a rise out of her!
While I was helping mom (kind of), I was thinking of
something ornery to do to Alice…
Inspiration struck when I noticed the peach puree we
were dehydrating turns out almost the exact shade of the
fly tape we had in the trash. I suggested to mom with
excitement, “you should sprinkle some raisins on the fruit
leather so it’ll look like fly tape!” (I need to say here that
my mom is uh-maze-ing!) She thought that was a lovely
idea, and used tiny Currants.
When it was ready, she rolled it up and cut it into 2”
widths, so when we stretched it out it looked just like the
real thing!
I invited Alice’s kiddos, my 4 year old nephew, Fred and 5
year old niece, Zelda, over to me for a treat, and made
sure I was within sight and sound of Alice as I stretched
out a piece of peach “fly tape” for them. I said loudly
enough that she could hear, “taste a fly, they’re delicious!”
Alice snapped her head around in horror just in time to
see her children putting some “flies” in their mouths. She
glared at me as she ran across the yard yelling “don’t eat
that!” and she yanked it out of their hands while I laughed
saying, “it’s made out of peaches.”
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She handed it back to them, but she was still mad at me,
haha! She growled at me for the millionth time, “I don’t
know why I let you watch my kids…”
As a side note, their uncle Bob saw them eating it a little
while later and yanked it away too! Poor kids, they can’t
even snack in peace." -Jolene N.M.

Rosemary much
“I was cooking dinner for my husband and
decided to make rosemary garlic red
potatoes; a dish I hadn’t made before. I
looked in a cook book I rarely use. I found
the recipe and it called for 2 tablespoons of
rosemary I followed the recipe exactly. The
potatoes smelled amazing and looked good
too. We began eating them and found that 2
tablespoons of rosemary was way too
much. We had to wash the rosemary oﬀ the
potatoes and even then it was a bit too
much. Next time I make those I am going to
use a lot less rosemary.” -Grace, UT

Share your Cooking
Bloopers
We all make mistakes and it helps to be able to
laugh, share and move on. We would love to hear
some of your bloopers. Feel free to
send them in.
E-mail your bloopers to:
magazine@WhenItsSmokinItsCookin.com
with BLOOPERS in the subject line.
Don’t worry too much about getting your wording just
right or your spelling perfect. We have an amazing editor.
If you feel uncomfortable writing your story but want to
share it with us, e-mail us your name and number with
BLOOPERS CALL in the subject line and we will call you
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wellness INTENSIVE retreat:
Tell me. Show me. Involve Me - in taking control of my health... in 1 weekend!

This program is only for people who are READY to explode
their health! Kinda sounds like a cheesy sales line, we know,
but we are serious. If you want to keep:
• feeling tired, overwhelmed and depressed or even angry
• continue being controlled by unhealthy habits or beliefs
• relying on meds
. . .then this program really won’t
help you. If you ARE ready to get
your health out of the basement,
however,

CLICK HERE

Did you know
that rat poop is a
“natural flavor”?

